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	Vertical lift wall beds
    	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa" wallbed with a front sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara" wallbed with a front sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara" wallbed with a front desk                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa" wallbed with "Luxuria" front sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa Shelf +" wallbed with "Luxuria" front sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa" wallbed with a front desk                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa Shelf " wallbed with "Luxuria" front sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    “Elara Longa” wallbed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Comfort" wallbed with a front sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Comfort Shelf" wallbed with "Luxuria" front sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Comfort" wallbed with a front desk                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa" wallbed SALE (off-standard size)                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa" wallbed with a front desk SALE (off-standard size)                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Longa Shelf" wallbed with "Luxuria" front sofa SALE (off-standard size)                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Elara Comfort" wallbed with a front desk SALE (off-standard size)                                    
            


	
	Horizontal lift wall beds
    	
                
                    
                    "Adgena" deskbed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Enke" folding bed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Kassini-Shelf" wallbed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Devi" deskbed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Miraldi Longa Shelf" wallbed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Miraldi Longa Shelf" 3-in-1 wallbed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Kassini" wallbed                                    
            


	
	Bunk beds
    	
                
                    
                    "Capella" wall bunkbed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Fontana" transformable sofa                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Devi Top" deskbed                                    
            


	
	Other furniture transformer
    	
                
                    
                    Folding coffee table                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    Transformable pouf bed                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    Single-door clothing cabinet                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    Two-door clothing cabinet                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    Corner cabinet                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Maggin" Desk-rack                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Maggin Comfort" Desk-rack                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Petal" transformer table                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    "Petal" coffee table                                    
            
	
                
                    
                    «ATLAS» folding wall mount desk                                    
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				Transformable furniture for studio apartments.
	How to choose a transformable bed?
	What kinds of transformable bunkbeds are there?
	A right choice of a transformable bed for a teenager
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